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A Novel RDB-SW Approach for Commodities Price Dynamic Trend Analysis
Based on Web Mining
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ABSTRACT: In order to improve the accuracy of price
forecasting for dynamic trend analysis on imperfect data
by web extracting, a novel repair data algorithm based on
dichotomy backfilling is proposed in this paper. The price
forecasting algorithm based on the Sliding Window (SW)
is utilized to verify the validity of Repair Dichotomy
Backfilling (RDB) algorithm. Experiments demonstrated
that the mean absolute errors can be achieved to 5.31
percent average. Furthermore, the price forecasting
algorithm based on original data and that based on RDB
data are explored to compare their accuracy. Experiments
demonstrated the reduction of mean absolute errors in
the price dynamic trend analysis verification model. The
average MAE on original data is 2.38 percent when the
average MAE on RDB data is 2.31 percent. Experiment
results proved that the proposed RDB-SW approach is
meaningful and useful to analyze and to research the price
market on imperfect data by Web extracting.
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1. Introduction

With the fast and continuous development of electronic

commerce, how to extract the price and get the dynamic
trend analysis is very important for shopkeepers selling
online. More and more data grow rapidly in various and
complex forms, mining of those complex data becomes a
significant task in data mining realm. The knowledge
discovery in database theory is applied to many fields,
such as electricity future market [1], stock market [2]
and the product conceptual design [3].

There have been many researches on mining data.
Building a mining target model and use process data
extracting markup language to describe the model [4],
object-oriented technology is applied in defining the mining
target is used to map the mining target model.
Classification of data mining is adopted to reach a
framework that can map data mining techniques to data
stream mining challenges and requirements [5]. Cluster
analysis technique have been applied in the computing
professions [6], the web content data mining utilizing
cluster analysis to classify data or discover new resources.
Semantic technology for capturing communication utilized
a semi-automatically constructor [7]. A keyword-based
semantic perfecting approach is applied to internet news
services and implements a client-side personalized
perfecting system [8]. Web mining is always including
content mining, framework mining and log mining [9]. Web
mining is used widely on commercial application such as
researching the Web users [10], Web attack [11] and
web usage mining [12], etc. According to the researched
reports, we can find that many researchers interest on
the extracting algorithms but less on the extracting data.

Cell phones’ technique is making rapid progress; it has
become one of the focuses in e-commerce. Shop-keepers
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want to know more information about the new products
price and the market trend. How to extract the price is a
key problem for market analysis. Our approach is based
on semantic analysis method and participle algorithm.
We present an instance for commodities price dynamic
trend analysis of cell phones selling online.

Forecasting is the process to make the statements about
events whose actual outcomes (typically) that has not
yet been observed. A normal sample data might be used
to estimate for some variable of interest at some specified
future date. Prediction is a similar way, but needing more
general term and correct data. Both of them might refer to
formal statistical methods employing time series, cross-
sectional or longitudinal data, or alternatively to less formal
judgmental methods [13]. Predicts theory and method
can be applied widely distributed in all kinds of areas of
natural and social aspects. According to the areas covered
the different research objectives and tasks, forecasting
can be classified with different areas of forecasting such
as weather forecasting, scientific forecasting, military
forecasting, technology forecasting, economic forecasting,
and social prediction [14].

As we know, the Web mining can be used to discover the
news [8], analyze email communications [15], and require
skill sets for computing Jobs [6] and even to latent topics
from web sites of terrorists or extremists [16] and so on.
When shopkeepers want to know more information about
the customer and recommend the new products to them
using e-mails, but the most interested data is the
commodities price. So, our group re-searches on the
commodities price evolution using Web mining for the
shopkeeper’s selling online.

Our team develops an application system to select the
cell phone prices which are sold online. When we extract
lots of data to build the cell phone prices data sets, more
and more imperfect data are occurring. Also we used those
data to research the price forecast algorithm [17-19] and
the price dynamic trend analysis [20], but correct all the
imperfect data become impossible issues when our data
sets get more then one hundred thousand records. How
to deal with those imperfect data and use it to forecast
the price and reduce the error is a valuable work.

We use Price Forecast of SW to build the price forecast
algorithm tested on delete some original data. After we
verify the validity of Dichotomy Backfilling (DB) algorithm
by comparison of Mean Absolute Errors Rate (MAER) on
Original Data (OriD), MAER on Repaired the Data (RepD)
and MAER forecasting on Mean Average Backfilling (MAB)
algorithm respectively, we find the actual rate can be
reduced very small.

2. Price Mining and Participle Algorithm

2.1 The Price Mining Algorithm
Through the requirement analysis, we can conclude that
it is very important to get the exact price of cell phone

through a web page, and it can be used as a strong proof
of cell phone price movement for users’ analysis and
making marketing strategies.

The method is to get information from cell phone shelf on
the site through semantic analysis. And then comparing
the mining information with the database, if the model of
cell phone that day found have already dig in the website,
not adding it to the database. The approaches are
introduced below.

Firstly, obtaining the URL of mining page that we need,
then dividing the source code into the string and storing
in the array. Traversing the array and comparing with the
cell phone brand names in the database through the
segmentation algorithm. If finding the cell phone brand
included in string, then seeing whether the brand is the
user needed. If so, getting the number behind the source
code with “¥” which as the price of the cell phone,
otherwise continuing finding. Pseudo code is as follows:

Input: URL A, Brand B

Output: Price of phone P

1:      initialize A, B

2:     S1= get the source code of A

3:     D = divide S1

4:     K = number of D in S1

5:    FOR(e: element in D)

6:           WHILE(i <= K)

7:                 IF(e == D[i ])

8:                       BREAK WHILE

9:                 ELSE

10:                      CONTINUE WHILE

11:               ENDIF

12:         ENDWHILE

13:         WHILE (i < K)

14:                IF( D[i ] )

15:                        CONTINUE WHILE

16:                 ELSE

17:          IF (D[i ] concludes “¥” && D[i ] is number)

18:                             find P

19:                               BREAK WHILE

20:                        ELSE

21:                                 CONTINUE WHILE

22:                          ENDIF

23:                    ENDIF

24:             ENDWHILE

25:          ENDFOR

26:         print P

The advantage of this method is that no matter how the
site templates change, you can find accurate information.
The detail knowledge of semantic analysis will be
introduced in the Part B. However, the disadvantage of
this method is that the newest information will not be
retained and it is not to consider temporarily.
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2.2 The Participle Algorithm
As we know, extracting information with the source code
is very difficult. So dividing the source code into the string
with the participle algorithm is necessary. Maximal
matching algorithm includes positive maximal matching
algorithm, reverse maximal matching algorithm and two-
way matching algorithm, etc. The main principle of it is
the word segmentation and then comparing with the word
in the database. If it is a word, recording it, or through
increasing or decreasing a word, continuing to compare
until a word remained is terminated. And if the word cannot
be segmented any more, stop the process. In the Cell
phone Sales Decision Support System, we use positive
maximal matching algorithm. The characteristic of this
algorithm is the faster speed and easy to achieve.

Relative to the algorithm based on understanding and
statistics for, the characteristic of positive maximal
matching algorithm is smaller complex and easy to
achieve. It only needs to establish a table. But it will cause
a string having different means. So usually we use this
algorithm with other algorithm. Though the algorithm based
on understanding and statistics for will have a very
accuracy result, it needs to establish a very big regular
database. And so it will spend much time looking up. In
general, users are advised to use the positive maximal
matching algorithm combine with reverse maximal
matching algorithm to participle which will enhance the
accuracy. Pseudo code is as follows:

Input: String A, Lexicon B
Output:    Words W
1:     initialize A, B, number of words n
2:     WHILE (length (A) > n)
3:            C = A - last n words
4:             WHILE (length (C) > n)
5:                 C = C - last n words
6:            ENDWHILE
7:           D = C
8:           i =1
9:            WHILE (length(D) > 0)
10:                WHILE ( D - i > 0)
11:                     FOR (e: elements in D)
12:                 G = D
13:                 F = first n-I words of D
14: IF (F = = e)
15:      find a words
16:      W = W + F+ “”
17:       D = D - F
18:       BREAK FOR
19: ELSE
20:      CONTINUE FOR
21: ENDIF
22:            ENDFOR
23:            IF (G == D)
24: i + +
25:            ENDIF
26:      ENDWHILE

27:      IF(G = = D)
28:            D = delete first word of D
29:      ENDIF
30:      ENDWHILE
31: print W

3. SW Algorithm

Some definitions used in this paper are given as follows.
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The t is the period predicted value, x
t 
is the actual value

and x
t 
is the day-ahead predicted value. N is the wide of

moving windows and L is the wide of observation windows.
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The method of the moving average is:
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The degree of forecast accuracy is related with the value
N closely. Then, how to select the value of N ? Generally,
when the trend of time series is stabilize, the value of N is
fetched great, else the value of is fetched lesser. However,
this principle is not convenient to use. In the actual
forecast, we can take the trial method which means
selecting several different values of N, computing the error
value and the error value is short which means the value
of is N coincidence the forecast model.

We should attention that the value N gets greater, thus
the forecast curve will be more smoothly, so it will lost a
lot of price information. In order to convenient for comparing
the results, we set N = 7 in this paper.

4. RDB Algorithm
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is ∀ x
i
∈ A, i ∈ [1, n].

Assume time sequence data missed is B ={b
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The missing data may be two situations. The first is that
B continues in A, the DB algorithm is as following:
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The second is that B discrete in A, and then the missing
data can be changed to the first situation, and using
equation (6) to (9) procedure respectively.

At last, we can get the repaired sequence data that be
A = {x

1
, x
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n
}, any element is ∀ x

i
∈ A, i ∈ [1, n].

5. Experiments for Verification

We select one year of data of ten type cell phones’ price
extracted from www.360buy.com and www.dangdang.com.
The equations (6) to (9) are used to verify the RDB
algorithm. The abandoned data are listed in Tab.1 and the
commodities forecasting price shows in equations (10)
respectively.
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Abandoned Data

898

3199, 3199

2098,2059, 2059

1119, 1119

1499, 1399

2310, 2310

1599,1599, 1599

825, 825, 825

1380,1380,1560, 1560

3450, 3450, 3450, 3450

Type

Nokia 5233

Motorola Atrix

Song Ericsson MT15I

Samsung W289

HTC A510E

Nokia N8

Motorola MT810

Song Ericsson T715

Samsung S6888

HTC A8180

Repaired Data

898

2499, 3199

2098, 2098, 2059

1119, 1119

1499, 1399

2140, 2180

1599,1599,1599

825, 825, 809

1380,1380, 1560, 1560

3450,3450, 3450, 3450

Time

12.3.20

12.4.21,12.4.26

12.3.22,12.3.23,12.3.24

12.4.9,12.4.10

12.5.26,12.5.27

12.3.24,12.3.28

12.3.21,12.3.22,12.3.23

12.3.22,12.3.23,12.3.24

12.3.30,12.3.31,12.4.1,12.4.2

12.3.21,12.3.22,12.3.23,12.3.24

Table 1. The detail of abandoned data and RepD

The results of price forecasting using SW on OriD com-
pared with RepD are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 re-
spectively.

The average MAE on OriD is 2.38 percent, and the aver-
age MAE on RepD is 2.31 percent. The Figure 3 shows
this result clearly.

AP: Actual Price; PF: Price Forecast
Figure 1. The price forecasting using SW on OriD

6. RDB-Sw Application

In order to deal with the imperfect data on the price forecast,
we select one year of data of twenty type cell phones’
price extracted from www.360buy.com and
www.dangdang.com to forecast the price using RDB-SW.
The results show as Figure 4. The Average of MAE is
5.31 percent.

7. Conclusion

The market of cell phone changes very fast. So the price
dynamic trend analysis is paid more attention by the
shopkeepers. The data mining is as same importance as
individual analysts from enterprise standpoint.
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AP: Actual Price; PF: Price Forecast

Figure 2. The price forecasting using SW on RepD
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Figure 3. The MAE of repair MirD using SRD and
OriD by price forecasting using SW
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Figure 4. The price forecasting using RDB-SW

AP: Actual Price; PF: Price Forecast

The proposed algorithms of RDB-SW are used to verify
the validity on the price trend analysis in this paper.
Experiment results reduce the MAE on price forecasting
and get an ideal accuracy. We use this algorithm on the
application system and achieve satisfactory effects.

The price extracting and forecasting is obtained more
attention by the shopkeepers who can use them to sell
online. Our future interesting work is to build the data
sets, to look for more algorithms and to get commodities
price dynamic trend analysis.
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